
This weekend, I am away from the Family of Parishes for the annual Courage Conference, being held 
in Chicago this year. Courage, International, is an apostolate within the Catholic Church that seeks to 
walk with and accompany persons who experience same sex attraction and are seeking to live within 
the teachings and bounds of the Catholic Church. It was founded in 1980 by Fr. John Harvey, OSFS, 
under Cardinal Cooke, then Archbishop of New York City. Since then, Courage has grown to have 
local chapters in roughly two-thirds of the dioceses in the United States and is represented 
internationally as well. Recently, the apostolate has grown into regions of Latin America with the 
growth of Courage Latino.

I first became involved with Courage when I was leaving the Vocation Office in 2014, as Archbishop 
Schnurr asked me to begin a chapter in Cincinnati, which slowly grew from an original group of three 
or four to regularly having 10 to 12 attending our weekly chapter meetings. When I moved to the 
Dayton area, I took over the Dayton chapter of Courage, which was first started by Fr. Ron Haft and 
led by Fr. Martin Fox for a time as well. I am truly blessed to serve on the National Board for Courage, 
as well.

The ministry of Courage is built around five goals: chastity, prayer and dedication to the Lord, 
fellowship, support, and good example/role model. The weekly meetings are built around a reflection 
of these goals, plus an ongoing quest to live a life of virtue within the Church.

Courage strives to respond to the lie that persons of a same sex attraction are not welcome in the 
Church by connecting those with this experience to others who share this experience via a culture of 
prayer and support. Because we are all welcome to the Church, we are all welcome to be 
encountered by Christ!

But that encounter with Christ means that we all also should be changed by that encounter, to 
become more the person whom Jesus desires us to be. This does not mean that the attractions that 
we have will go away, but that we can find life and fulfillment by walking the path that Jesus lays 
before us.

Working with this ministry has been a great reminder for me, constantly, of what it means to walk 
with the Cross. As the Catechism says: ‘For most of them, this is a real trial… [But,] by the virtues of self- 
mastery that teach them inner freedom, by prayer and sacramental grace, they can and should gradually 
and resolutely approach Christian perfection.’ (CCC 2358-59)

I have seen the men and women of Courage confidently and resolutely strive to approach Christian 
perfection. By walking with them, they have helped me to strive for the same as well. And hopefully, 
through the ministry of Courage, we are all reminded that we, too, should confidently, constantly, 
and resolutely strive to approach Christian perfection.
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